A comparative study of Scatchard-type and linear lattice models for the analysis of EPR competition experiments with spin-labeled nucleic acids and single-strand binding proteins.
An EPR competition formalism is developed which provides relative affinities of proteins for nucleic acids. Two models for analyzing protein-nucleic acid interactions, one assuming independent binding sites (Model 1) and the other considering site overlap (Model 2), are examined with respect to their validity and limitations. The models are employed to derive affinity ratio relationships which are used to calculate the relative affinities of gene 32, gene 5, and SSB proteins for various nucleic acids. It is determined that although Model 2 must be used when determining absolute binding constants, by taking the ratio of binding constants the site overlap becomes unimportant under conditions of moderate to high cooperativity and relatively small site size. This allows Model 1 to considerably simplify binding analyses. Both models are applied to the single-strand binding proteins of bacteriophage T4 gene 32, bacteriophage fd gene 5, and the Escherichia coli ssb gene, and the results are compared.